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Kyo and Hotaru begin a fight to the death at the first of the Five Shining Gates. The two collide in a sizzling-
hot flame that burns up both their bodies--and makes the ground tremble! Then Kyo's ultimate technique,
Suzaku, rises up into the sky...The action-packed samurai epic continues!
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From Reader Review Samurai Deeper Kyo, Volume 16 for online
ebook

Yvensong says

This volume focuses on the battle between Kyo and Hotaru. I usually don't enjoy the volumes that focuses
solely on a battle. A fight stretched out over 100-200 pages can get rather repetitious and boring, so this
volume was a pleasant surprise with all the humor, inner thoughts, down times, etc. that made for great fillers
within the epic battle. The artwork continues to be very well done, making for an exciting read.

MissAnnThrope says

[Kyo's use of Suzaku's Breath was phenomenal. This is probably one of the best fight scene

Lynn says

Today’s post is on Samurai Deeper Kyo Volume 16. It is written by Akimine Kamijyo and is published by
Tokyopop. As it is the 16th in the series you need to have read the others in the series to get the story. The
cover has Kyo and Hotaru fighting one looking cool; per normal. The intended reader is someone who likes
fighting, interesting characters, and surprising romance and should be older teen or adult. There is language,
no sex, and lots of violence in this series and book. The story is told from the third person point of view with
character’s thoughts added in for plot and character development. There Be Spoilers Ahead.

From the back of the book-Kyo and Hotaru begin to a fight to the death at the first of the Five Shining Gates.
The two collide in a sizzling-hot flame that burns up both their bodies- and makes the ground tremble! Then
Kyo’s ultimate technique, Suzaku, rises up into the sky…
The action-packed samurai epic continues!

Review- So Kyo and Hotaru are being mules about life and things in general. Their interactions are funny
and I am not sure that they should be. I think that maybe just me and my twisted sense of humor. But I think
that the reader needs to have a little twist in their humor to truly love this series. The fighting is very serious
and all then Kyo goes and is himself. But that I mean an ass. He fights a battle he could have lost then he is
an ass to Hotaru after he loses. I guess Hotaru was not surprised but it was so sudden that I had to just laugh
and remember who is the main character of this series- an ass. Yuya still has the water dragon in her heart
and they are running out of time. It end with our heroes at the second gate and things are going to get real.
Akira will be fighting in this next volume and I love him!

I give this series a Five out of Five stars. I get nothing for my review and I bought this manga with my own
money.

Andrew says



More dangers. More fights. And, a betrayal. Oh god, I hope it's not a betrayal. Please don't let it be a
betrayal. I have to hand it to Akimine-sensei, putting a clock on Yayu's life keeps this series of battles from
getting boring.

Lucinda says

oh Hotaru-chan....

Sara says

The battle between Kyo and Hotaru takes up the majority of this volume. It is quite amazing, with some of
the most brutal attacks. However, as with many of these, we see a soft side to Hotaru, and we hope for a
happy ending. Luckily, after this brutal battle, we see some humor and the mood is lightened. This does not
last because we have a betrayal that breaks my heart and then we quickly meet the guardians of the second
gate- the two dirty nurses that cursed Yuya with her impending death: Saishi and Seisai. The next volume
will be amazing too!

Putri says

Kalau di buku ini, yang ku favoritkan itu Hotaru alias Keikoku.

Asli... Kocak abiizzz!


